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FRACTURE, AND EXCISION OF THE E1NDS
OF BONES; ALSO VARIOUS RESULTS

OF INJURIES TO BONES.
By 3. RUSSELL, Esq.

I. FRACTURE, AND EXCISION OF THE ENDS OF BONES.

'SoxE of the following cases of fracture and excision of the
ends of bones are reported to illustrate the practicability of
cfining separated and very moveable portions of bone by
mens of ligature applied immediately to the ends; and
others, to show different results of similar injuries, when
attended by different complications. The idea of applying
direct mechanical means of control to the ends of bones, in
very moveable cases of fracture, was suggested to my mind
while treating Case v undermentioned, which happened in
1839. I adopted it in Case i undermentioned; and the
case having terminated so satisfactorily, I communicated
the principal features of it to the late Mr. Liston, and from
him I learned that the use of wire ligature in bone was not
altogether new; but I remained ignorant of any farther
statistics of its use till August 1852, when I leamed from
the Lancet that it had been used by Dr. Valentine Mott, of
Philadelphia, in 1826; and that it had also been used by
M. Flaubert, of Rouen, at some subsequent period. The
paragraph alluded to was quoted from the BritiAi and
Foreign edico-kChirurgiwal Review for July 1852; and,
upon referring to that journal, I found the following stated
at page 133. It is a review of part of an essay upon the
value of seton as a remedy in ununited fractures, con-
tributed by Dr. Mott to the New York Academy of Medi-
cine, and is as follows:-" The fifth case was an ununited
fracture of the os brachii, of eight months' standing, in a
'boy aged twelve; the fragments being conical, and sepa-
:rated from each other by at least an inch. Two setons were
passed at intervals, and respectively maintained for several
months, without any benefit resulting; the ends of the bone
were now sawn off, and a silver wire passed through each,
twisted, and brought out externally through a canula. The
wire cut out from one of the bones in a few days, and the
other was soon after removed. No great inflammation fol-
lowed, and in a few weeks consolidation was complete."
'This case occurred in 1826, and is regarded by Dr. Mott as
-the first in which the ends of the bone have been brought
into contact by the wire suture. Since then it has been
Tepeatedly employed with success by the New York sur-
geons. It was thus employed several years prior to its
adoption by Flaubert of Rouen, to whom Malgaigne attri-
butes its origin.

Dr. Mott believes that the seton will be usually found to
succeed when the bones are in contact or very nearly so;
and that, when they are not so, no operation promises
better than that of resection of the fragments, and their
,union by means of wire.

I will now proceed to describe the principal features of
the cases which have occurred in my own practice, and
then offer a few remarks on the utility and modua operandi
.of ligature in bone.

CASE I. William Bennett, aged nine years, was brought
to me about Christmas 1843. I was told that his injury had
been received twenty-seven weeks previously. He had an
ununited fracture of the humerus, at the point of junction
of the middle and lower thirds. It was perfectly pliable;
so that, when the upper arm was attempted to be raised to
a horizontal position, the lower portion of the humerus,
with the forearm, hung perpendicularly. Many fragments
of bone had escaped during the progress of the case.
The wounds had healed. A free incision was made on the
outside of the arm, where the lower portion of bone was
ver prominent. I exposed the ends, and removed their
points, endeouing to do so at a point which would leave
th. denuded ends with a surface of the size of the natural
circ mference of tho bone. The lower portion had pene-

tmnted and united to the triceps muscle. The ends of the
bone wore ver pointed, and were connected by ligament;
and a third detached portion, about half an inch long, wa
included in the ligament. I drilled a canal obliquely in
each end, in the cylindrical portion of the bone, which ter-
miiated at about an inch from the ends. A piece of pla
tins wire was passed through the canals, and twisted into a
ligature. A slight degree of fever ensued, which lasted a
few days. Very little suppuration took place, and the liga-
ture separated on the thirteenth day, perfectly free from
any exfoliated bone, and uncorroded. The bone united in
the ordinary period, a month; no exfoliation followed, and
the wound healed readily. The patient had in 1849 a good,
firm, and useful arm, and was earning his living as a
haulier in a colliery.

This case was reported in the Lancet, July 13th, 1850.
CisaXii. Bee Jones, collier, aged 49, applied to me

April 18th, 1851, with disease of the right elbow joint: it
was far advanced and extremely painful. There were
wounds, which discharged freely. Accumulations of matter
occurred from time to time, and free incisions were made for
its escape, but no relief followed. He was very much ema-
ciated; but he declared that he was not much thinner
than he used to be, and that he had been a tolerably
healthy man through life. These two last statements, I
was afterwards told, were not correct, he having been a
sickly man for many years. He was anxious that some
operation should be performed, if possible, without losing
his arm. As it appeared probable that the emaciation pro-
ceeded from the continual suffering and drain from his arm,
excision of the joint was performed on May 30th. Canals
were drilled in the cylindrical portion of the bones, and a

piece of strong twine was passed through, and the bones
were brought together by tying it tightly. The arm con-
tinued very painful after the operation, and, about the end
of seventeen days, the ligature remaining firm, it was cut
through and removed. No relief followed. But the pain
continued severe and constant, and the arm was amputated
at about the middle of the humerus in August. The ends
of the bones were found covered by a gelatinous pulp, and
rough and carious. The pain continued to affect the stump.
He was also subject to violent attacks of pain, which he
referred to the right side of the abdomen. He gradually
grew worse, and died in May, ten months after the removal
of the arm.
EXAMINATION OF TIIE BODY. On opening the chest, the

lungs presented one uniform black mass, which appeared
to result from spurious melanosis. The intestines were
amased by cohesions. The liver was of the ordinary size,
but, upon being cut into, presented a mottled nutmeg-like
appearance.
CASE III. John Williams, aged 58, a railway haulier,

fractured his leg Nov. 6th, 1852, from his foot becoming en-
tangled in the wheel of a loaded waggon while endeavouring
to unfix it. The tibia was fractured obliquely at the junc-
tion of the middle and lower third. No apparent injury
had occurred to the skin. The limb was set, and put up ia
the ordinary way, with side splints.

Nov. 7th. He had suffered greaf pain. The leg was
covered with vesicles; most of them were filled with a dark
coloured fluid. The foot was of low temperature. There
was but little constitutional disturbaiuce. Warmth was
ordered to be constantly applied.

Nov. 8th. The foot had recovered warmth; the vesicles
were subsiding; and a distinctly marked slough, about two
inches in diameter, was present over the seat of fracture.

Nov. 22nd. The slough was removed, and the prominent
pointed extremity of the lower portion of the tibia could be
seen in the centre of the wound, and much raised. It was
denuded of periosteum, and blanched.

Nov. 23rd. After enlarging the wound, I removed by
the saw the points of both upper and lower portions. Upon
again examining the wound, an isolated large piece of bone
was discovered lying at the back part of the wound,
strongly held by the interosseous ligament, and required
much force for its disengagement. Cal were thenAod
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'M' rismi mea of thot hr egt of
ak-.l bueig t tiont ap of the tibia; and a pe of

eWrNoa16) wased through them, and twistd
iUy, till enof bone came irmly in contact
ffie imb was placd on a pillow, and supported at the

Nov. 28th. Everything had progressed favourably. The
lower portion of bone had fallen slightly backwards, but
wu easily rised by the ligature. The ligature appeared
slightly loosened.

/@-w~~~~~~~~"

Sketch of the pieces of bone talken from John willinamss leg. A. Piece
of bone atachtd to interosseouis ligament, two iuches and three-
qunrers loung. B. Sawn surface. C. Sawn surface; a small portion
missiig. The two sawn surfaces were one inch and a-quarter aart.

Nov. 30th. The ligature was decidedly loose, and a small
piece of exfoliated bone, about the size of a grain of rock
powder, came away from the side of it. Exfoliation was
ill going on from the lower portion.
Dec. 2nd. The upper portion, as well as the medulla

were gn sulting healthily: the granulations surrounded
the wire closely.

Dec. 3rd. The lower portion had again fallen back a
fourth of an inch, and was apparently released from the
ligature.

Dec. 4th. The ligature came away altogether by using
very small force. It was free from any attachments, un-
corroded, and not altered in any respect.

Dec. 5th. The bones were connected by a band of gra-
nulations, which could be stretched by extending the leg.

Dec. 7th. He was progressing favourbly. A collection
of matter had formed over the lower end of the fibula. The
limb supported itself while lying on a pillow.

Dec. 13th. Firm union was advancing, and everything
had progressed favourably since the last report.
Ja. 3rd, 1853. sThe wound was filling up. By graspig

the leg above the seat of fracture, and raising it, ited
ad suppord the lower portion.

Jan. 13th. Union wa quite irm. The limb was taken
*s of the cradle, and laid unsupported on a pillow. An
abs formed upon the heel during the seven weather,
imd tih wenads healed slowly; but everything continued to
_.p hWt

In Augus 1854 the log -gt be aid to he
sound, an the sape YmIkMgoo& It was hurn
shorter than its fellow.
CAs8 Iv. Lewis Evans, aged 22, compained of &a ales.

tion of his elbow about Christmas 1851-52. His right foot
had been previously affted, and at present there ir au
open sore on it. Oounter-irnrtation and oonstitutional
treatment were pursued; but suppuration took place, and
wounds opened about the elbow-joint, about twelvemonths
ago; and scrofulous dieae of the joint was very evident.
The wounds and discharge oontinued, and about last Christ-
mas the idea of excision of the joint was entertained;
but his constitution appeaed so much impaired that it
was not thought advisable to operate then. Many of -
family are the subjects of scrofula in various forms. One
has disease of the hipjoint, and one died of phthisis.
Twelve months afterwards, the disease of the elbow and the
constitutional symptoms appeared to be much the same,
and to have been stationary for the last six months; and
the wounds having put on a more healthy appearance, and
the arm remaining useless and helpless, so much so as to
require the assistance of its fellow for all movements, exci-
sion was determined on.
The operation was performed June 14th, 1863. The

humerus was found to have lost its periosteum for a consi-
derable distance, and a large portion of bone was required
to be removed. After removing the olecranon, a deep
rough notch could be felt on the anterior aspect of the
u1na, about a quarter of an inch from the sawn end. This
required the removal of a second piece from the ulna.
The radius appeared sound. Holes were then bored through
the cylindrial part of the bone, perpendicularly or nearly
so, into the medullary cavity or centre of the canoellated
structure. Common bottling wire was then passed double
through the holes, and twisted till the ulna and humerus
appeared to be in contact. Little constitutional disturbance
followed the operation. On the second day, a very obtusely
angular splint was applied to the inside of the arm.
June 15th. The splint was discontinued.
June 17th. The patient walked to my house, a distance

of five hundred yards.
July 14th. The ligature was quite firm. No pain was

caused by pulling it. The wounds were granulaing and
healing.

July 15th. A large portion of the wound healed; the
ligature remained as before. The thickening round the hu-
merus was decreasing.
July 18th. He had felt considerable pain.in his arm the

day before, apparently caused by a small abscess over the
former site of the internal condyle. I pulled very hard at
the ligature, which was still firmly attached, which caused
no pain. He had no return of pain.

July 21st. The wounds continued to heal fast. The
ligature still endured a hard puU without yielding. The
arm continued easy.
Aug. 3rd. The ligature continuing sound, it was pulled

very hard, and yielded about half an inch; very probably
releasd from one bone. A quill was then passed through
a loop in the wire, and a quantity of worsted was twisted
round between the quill and arm.

Aug. 6th. The worsted had made a great depresion.
The wire was untwisted, and, while attempting to pull it
out, it became released altogether. The am was gradually
acquirig strength, and the wounds were healing.

Aug. 14th. The upper arm was much inflamed, swollen,
and hard; an abse pointed in front of the head of the
radius, and was opened.

Aug. 17th. A free discharge of pus had taken plce, and
the am was altogether much improved.
Aug. 19th. The arm watmuch better.
Aug. 30th. The patient continued to improvs. The

thikenming of the humerus and theeDlareent of the am,
geerally, wer diminishing.

Sept. 26th. Seveal unl wounds we stil op.. The
pient could now raise his a A touc hI uppw up

wIthhis m uasI
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W4r. G-B QJ3IAL SUNCAT1ONO. __
I Wil ow afr for o tion the mosd

$v g points, as they ap r tome, of the foregoing ases,
ductions fromwt The object which Dr. Mott

or N. Flauhert had il view when they first adopted the use
wf igature in ce of ununited fracture, does not ap-

pear frm th. above account; nevertheless, whether it was
sed as a connecting agent only, or with the object of ex-

citing action in the ends of the bones, is, I thiuk, not
mterl The object at which it is desirble to arrive is
that which expeience proves or renders probable. In the
sixth case of Dr. Mott, the expression occurs, "joined by
means of iron wire". In the ninth case (which he considers
a unique, it being an example of intra-uterine non-union),
we find the words, "aud conxectd tiem with silver wire"; and
part of the concluding sentence of the report is "resection
of the fragments, and their union by means of wire". In
all these cases, the wire appears prominent as an agent of
connexion. My observations lead me to conclude that no
action favourable to the union of bone is caused by the
presence of the ligature. I view it as a perfect parallel to
ligature and sutures in other living structures; and I be-
lieve that none think the presence of sutures in the integu-
ment or elsewhere favourable to healing otherwise than as
an agent of approximation. In Case iii, the bones and
wire were exposed to view, and the granulations from the
bone closely surrounded the wire, which was copper; and
no pain appeared to be caused by pulling the wire, which
had remained in the bone long enough to have produced ir-
ritation, if calculated to do so. And in Case iv, the fre-
quent and hard pulls produced no more sensation than to
allow the patient to acknowledge that he felt it. In Case
1, the boy complained of a pricking pain for a part of the
time of the presence of the wire in his arm, which I think,
from its nature, may be justly referred to an angle in the
wire. In Case Iz, the patient suffered excessive pain, which
had existed previous to the operation, and continued after
the removal of the ligature, and even after the amputation
of the limb; and the man's condition of body was, I think,
sufficient to account for the failure.
My conclusions are, that wire ligature is a safe, useful,

and certain agent for conducting points of severed bone
into apposition, and confining them in that condition till
either that union may have taken place, or that the soft
parts immediately surrounding the seat of injury shall
have adapted themselves to the position of the bones. Al-
though ligature has hitherto been applied only to cases of
ununited fracture (i. c., permanently ununited), I advance
the case of John Williams, No. 3, which will perhaps be
admitted to show its utility in recent fractures, when the
bones are very moveable; and I think it would be found
very useful in military surgery or elsewhere, when the re-
moval of the patient soon after the injury may be required,
or such A necessity feared: and I would suggest the expe-
riment of wire ligature in veterinary surgery. My present
impression is, that the material of which the ligature con-
sists does not signify. Dr. Mott has used silver and iron
wires; I have used platina, copper, and iron wire, and com-
mon twine; and I have no reason to suppose that the
texture of the last had any influence on the unfavourable
result of the case. I did on one occasion contemplate the
using of catgut; but I feared that the knot would yield
when it became sodden by the discharge, and so rejected it.
The applicability of ligature in recent cases of fracture
would bring it into a much wider field of utility than that
to which it has apparently been hitherto confined. And it
appears that ligature is tolerted by bone with equal pa-
tience, both in recent cases of injury and chronic cases of
injury and disease.

IL DIFFERENT RESULTS OF BIMILAR INJURIES Wuzi
ATTENDED BY DIFFBEENT COXPLICATIONS.

I[y ilustrations are composed of four cases Of severe
fractr of the tibia. Two of thes tuned out most tis-
hetorily; sad two proved unsuccessful. So nearly is this
.ubjeet osetod rwith the former one, that I am obliged
op.tone of the case aled csed ino my preen

association; and which I dall only allude to a Case in-
or that of John Willam.
CASE v. Wm. Prickett, aged 18, reeived a sev com-

pound facture of the leg in the summer (I believe) 1817,
m a coal or coke-ard at Merthyr Tydfil. His house being
near, he was immediately conveyed there, and I was set
for. On my arrival, the limb presented as ghastly an a-
pearance as could well be. The wound, which was on
the anterior aspect of the limb, was about five inches
long and gaping. The upper and lower portions of
bone (the tibia) projected and crossed near their points,
and were extensively denuded of their periosteum, espe-
cially the lower one. The wounds and bone were per-
fectly black, the latter appeared like two sticks of charcoal.
The fibula was broken; there was very little hemorrhage;
the soft parts at the back of the limb were not much in-
jured. The injuries were confined to the seat of fracture and
immediate neighbourhood. As the account was written from
memory, I cannot state the condition of the anterior artery,
but the posterior tibial was sound. The health and age of
the patient being favourable, it was determined to attempt
to save the limb. It was necctsary to remove the ends of
the bone. That of the upper portion was removed as far as
the complete circumference of the bone. And that of the
lower portion to the extent of an inch. The ends of the
bone did not reach a state of apposition for a few days. For
sometimes it was a daily duty to remedy the displacemena
of one or other end of the bone which occurred to about a,
quarter of an inch. A little sloughing ensued, suppuration
was profuse, and portions of bone about the size of a finger
nail exfoliated from both ends. Union took place in the
ordinary period. The wound healed readily, and the limb
became firmly set. There was no enlargement, or callus,
and with the exception of the more rounded shape of the
limb, and the shortening, no difference could be observed
between it and its fellow. The young man continued to
earn a good livelihood as a baulier till 1841, when he met
with an accident which caused him the loss of both his legs.
This case is the one which suggested to my mind the use of
ligatures in bone.

Reported in Lancet, July 13th, 1S50.
CASE VI. William Price, aged 30, a haulier, received a

severe compound and comminuted fracture of the right
tibia at its middle third, MAarch 4th, 1842. The accident
was caused by a heavy carriage falling on the limb. The
wheel of the carriage was the immediate instrument of
injury. Many splintered portions of bone were removed,
and the ends of the bone were sawn off. The loss of bone
produced a considerable space between the upper and lower
portions, and they could not be approximated, owing to the
resistance of the fibula, which was entire. The soft parto
at the back of the limb had not sustained much injury, nor
had any important blood-vessel been injured. Upon a con-
sultationa, it was determined to attempt to save the limb.
Simple dressings were applied, and the limb was kept steady
by side splints. Very little constitutional disturbance fol-
lowed. A large slough of the skin over the site of fracture
followed; long and free suppuralon ensued; and several
collections of matter were from time to time evacuated. By
the beginning of June, the external wound had nearly
healed. The patient's health was very good. The leg was
now placed on one of Listen's frcture appartus to insure
more quietude. Soon afterwards, the patient experienced a
sudden and severe pain at the external side of the knee, and
on examination, the head of the fibula was found displaced
upwards and backwards. The portions of bone, (the tibia)
now came into contact. The external wound had now per-
fectly healed. The limb having been kept quiet for some
time longer, without any sign of union taking place, the
patient was desired to get up, and friction of the ends of the
bone was enployed, which failing to effect any good, a seton
was passd through the seat of fracture, but without bene-
fit, and the leg was amputated February 13th, 1843, imme-
diately above the set of fracture. The patient made a good
Teovery. Both ends of the bone were tipped with geA&&.
The displacd head of the fibula prevented perfect &eion
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.jdat but snot thoept
ayw6de }q. Hewas mm theo

duie ot,eeeper.
CA nn Jones, aged 11, wastted th

ptoms about the inning of D mber
19. in three dys, lat leg became very much in-
lamd sad swollen. This eZed in a formation of matter,
whih was lanced at the end of three wees and a large
atity of matter ea . It continued to dige

freey for a long time, an upone ining it with a probe,
the tibia wa found diseed. About four months after
wards, she fell and fractured the tibia, about an inch below
its tuberosity. No union took place, nd the end of the lower
portion became gradually exposed, prominent, and dis-
coloured. It wa a compound facture. The patient's con-
otitution was, about two months afte the accident, much
weakened; and upon a consultation, amputation was
thought the most advisable course, which was aeterminately
efused, and the patient was placed under the care of a
quackingroman The bone gradually became more ex-
posed, and I was called in to remove the sequestrum, which
Wa about six inches long; including the wole circumfer-
once of the bone at its upper end, but tapered gradually to
a point at the lower one. The wound gradually healed, and
the leg gradually acqu strength. The tibia was con-
spicuously deficient, and there was an isthmus of bone, the
reverse of the sequestrum in shape, connecting the upper
and lower portions. She is able to walk a distance of four
or five miles, and uses neither crutch or stick.
In reviewing these cases, it will appear that in Cases rv

and v the loss of a large quantity of bone was no obstacle
to a firm union. At the same time I would call attention
to the facts of there having been in both cases a close ap-
proximation of the ends of the bone, and (I would call it) a
valuable extent of srface presented at both ends of the
sawn bone. In Case vi, the bones were kept asunder, until
the ends of the bone had become unfit for union, by the in-
tegrity of the fibula, the head of which became displaced by
the forts of the muscles, and became to some extent a per-
maent inconvenience. And to the sound condition of the
fibula I attribute the unsuceessful result of the case. And
should I again meet with a similar case, I should be dis-
posed to divide that bone at once at the most convement
point. No attempt at union followed the approximation of
the bones in this case.

Case vii is scarcely eligible to be classed with the others,
a it called for no active interference of the surgeon; and
probably the continuity of the tibia was never actually in-
terupted altogether. But it is, I think, a very singular
case, is features are interesting and highly instructive. It
is interesting to reflect how far the accident of fracturing
the bone prevented nature reproducing a more perfectly
modelled portion of bone in place of the sequestrum. I have
no doubt of its having hastened the exfoliation, and pre-
vented nature furnishing a more perfect substitute for the
lost portion of bone by the injury necessarily inflicted on
the shell or matrix:
Any hope of the reproduction of any quantity of lost bone

from injury, founded on circumstances which attend the
process of necrosis is likely, I fear, to end in disappoint-
ment; as it will appear if we take the case of W. P., Cas
v, as a fair specimen of cases in which a considerable
chasm exists between the ends of bones, that the growth of
bone does not proceed to any great extent. But the ends
grow tapering, granulate, and unite to soft parts, or heal
over as occun in the stump of an amputated limb. The
sme condition of the ends of the bones has been remarked
upon i moet cases of ununited fractures. And such having
been found to be the case, and a parallel between the results
a cas of amputation and ununited factures having been
traed, may we not infer, with much probability, that isola-
tion from bone is the simple cause in both instances. The
isolatioin ununited frature being caused by the intepo-
sitio of afragment ofbon,orsome of the soft parts It
m_s to me vry difficult to reconcile th idea of a phyical

r of cm-unio, exep insses taine wtposn

In Which wns. the usme would' ppit. h

intosition is ountenanced by the fict tt an finst.
mote and insrm iti which have bee found mos
su ful, poses a quality of destcn in o on.
Supposndg such to be the case, in most inmse

of treatment becomes evident; via., to remove the c-
tilaginous growth from the ends of the bones suiAiently
far to obtin an adsatee t of surfe of geuine bone
at both ends, and to secure th contact wthout the int
position of nythin. And I cnnot imagine any mode of
proeedinlg better calculated to obtain those ends than that
which is expresed by Dr. Mott, "resection of the fr nt.
and their ion b mea of e". When approximating
the bones in the case of . Jones, a large belly of mule
intruded itsdf, and it was necessay to carry the finger
through between the bones to displace it. This is a labilit
which should also be borne in mind at the onset of the
treatment of cases of severe fractures.
The theory of the process by which frctured bones unite

and are repaired, appears to be undergoing revision, and
is approaching, I thinlk, much nearer to the real state of
the case. The old theory of the mechanical ferule-like
agent of callus has for some time struck me as being
erroneous. The opinions of Mr. Paget of London, and Dr.
J. Hamilton of BuffIlo, U.S., have dealt a most severe blow
against the old theory. Dr. J. Hamilton (Bsalo Ye-
dilal Joournal, quoted in AssocIATION MEDICAL JOPA,
June 10th, 1853) says, "broken bones unite when sub-
mitted to the most favourable circumstances by definitive
callus, or by a process allied to adhesion, by first inten.
tion; but under less favourable circumstances by pro.
visional callus, or by a process allied to granulation, by
second intention." I would suggest a slight alteration in
the phraseology of this paragraph, by erasing the lusions
to callus, and the para to union of other structures, and
allow bones to umto by the same processes as other stro-
tures of the body, viz., first intention or by granulation.
It will be remembered that in the case of J. W., Case III,
elastic band of granulations which could be put on the
stretch, was distinctly observed connecting the bones;
before any other means of connexion could be observed.
And granulating bone will unite to any other granulating
structure that it may chance to come in contact with-be
it bone, ligament, muscular fibre, or integument; which, I
imagine, would not be the case if the respective structures
were governed by different physical laws.

MsrIyr Tydfil, June 184

LEAVES FROM THE NOTE-BOOK OF A
WEST INDIAN PRACTITIONER.

By LEWIS ASHENHEIM, M.D.

I. DISRUPTED PLACENTA: STRINGING THE UTERUS.

JANE TRUwIxG, a coloured, young, unmarried woman, aged
about 24, was delivered of her second child on November
8th, 1853; I was informed that she had been in labour about
four hours before the infant was born, and that, at the mo-
ment of birth, she was told by the midwife in attendance
to raise herlf up, and stand erect, by laying hold of her
(the midwife's) shoulders. The girl did as she was ordered,
when the umbilical cord snapped, and she felt a sensation
as if "something went back into her". The midwife then
introduced her hand into the vagina, and, after a little
time, pulled something away, and then said that " all was
right." Since her delivery, large quantities of blood wre
from time to time discharged, sometimes in the form of
pure coagula, and sometimt in fluid blood to such a large
extent as to induce her friends to fear that she would in.
eitably succumb. The dischge, after a day or two, smelt
very offsively, and fever was almost constantly presnt.
[was sent for on the 21st of Novber, some thirtem

days afte delivey. On enteing the room re my p-
tiunt lay, a distnct pu odour wasv
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